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This semester, the university’s Institute

for Women and Art (IWA) together with

Princeton University presents “Fertile

Crescent: Gender, Art and Society,” a

region-wide, multi-dimensional project

that brings together contemporary

female multimedia artists from the Middle East and

Middle Eastern Diaspora, who explore topics such as

gender, geopolitics and technology . At the introductory

symposium on Sept. 9, six of the artists involved with the

project showcased their work for the University

community, which bridges the gap between social justice

and artistic expression.

IWA founders Judith Brodsky and Ferris Olin introduced the “Fertile Crescent” project as a collaboration to highlight

individual cultures and countries in the Middle East, as well as the varying statuses of women and citizenship. The

project is a move away from looking at the Middle East as a homogenous Islamic entity; instead, it looks at the

region and its Diaspora as a complex area of the world with immeasurable depth and diversity. Each artist brings to

the table work that encompasses each dimension of the Middle East as a deeply multitudinous area of the world, in a

variety of media.

Iranian-American artist, Negar Ahkami presented a series of colorful and vibrant paintings dealingwith the baggage

of an Iranian identity. Her art is heavily inspired by Persian tile work and the notion that Western media reduces

Middle Eastern culture to a cartoon society. Her paintings are messy and flamboyant, and the intricately designed

figures seem to melt into one multi-colored mass, which Ahkami says is meant to portray a force beyond control.

The struggle to gain control and agency is a consistent theme in Ahkami’s works, which mix both the traditional

Persian tile work and the disorder of contemporary interpretation.

Israeli artist Ayana Friedman dealt with the notion of disorder and female identity with her provocative sculptures.

Issues such as motherhood, violence against women and a strong military presence in Israeli society are portrayed

in her pieces. She draws upon her experience at the Jerusalem Shelter for Battered Women in “Tower of Cubes,”

which depicts a battered woman entrapped in a box.

Another piece by Friedman that speaks to the geopolitical situation of Israel and the role of the woman is “Chic

Paris.” The piece portrays an abused, disheveled woman dressed in chic clothing and lathered in ostentatious

makeup. This, she said, was a technique used during the Holocaust to demean women and in a sense, trap them

in their own feminity and subsequent vulnerability and inferiority.

In addition to Friedman and Ahkami’s powerful, culturally inquisitive works, the “Fertile Crescent” Project features a

myriad of other women from regional Middle Eastern countries, such as Lebanon and the Sahel region, fostering a

body of work that truly taps into the notions of citizenship, civic duty and social awareness.

The panel of artists will have their work featured in various galleries and venues such as the Mabel Smith Douglass

Library, the Mason Gross galleries and the Bernstein Gallery at Princeton University. The “Fertile Crescent”

artworks are a must see for anyone interested in Middle Eastern culture, conflict, the role of women or how art can

be an agent of social justice and change.
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